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On Our Cover
Nocoblick no. 161340/87
(Kerschbaumer collection)

This index typewriter that sold on eBay in December gives the appearance of having been made
recently by hand. It bears a plaque reading “Pat.
87460 B.A.T.” Fransu Marín reports that this is
a Spanish typewriter patent from 193. Who can
shed more light on this device?
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A

well-known typewriter historian
recently asked me where I stood on
the question of online vs. print information in our ield. It was an excellent
question that made me think.
The great advantage of digital information is the ease with which it can be
reproduced, transmitted, and modiied.
This makes e-mail, listservs, and blogs
very convenient ways for collectors to
keep in touch. But how many of our
blogs will exist in the year 2062? Almost surely, none. And no one can predict whether any .jpg, .pdf, or .docx iles
created in 2012 will survive in readable
form in 2112, when our storage devices
will probably have disintegrated, and
software and hardware will have evolved
into new forms that we can hardly imagine.
Meanwhile, the humble print medium is capable of sitting quietly on a shelf
for centuries, with a bit of luck, and it
will still be understandable to posterity. Long after our Nooks, Kindles, and
iPads have become worthless junk, our
paper books and magazines will survive.
That’s why, when you want to publish
something that you believe will make
good reading for your great-great-grandchildren, you should publish it on paper.
I am sure that in 2062 and 2112, there
will still be typewriters and typewriter
collectors. It is not just for us, but for
these readers of the future that ETCetera is published. My goal as editor is to
include some material in every issue that
is of permanent historical value. That’s
why, as long as it is up to me, ETCetera
will continue as a print publication.
±
None of this means that online information is useless. I myself publish a
blog (at writingball.blogspot.com) that
deals with more personal and transient

matters—my own experiences as a typewriter user and collector in the early
twenty-irst century. (The “typecast”
blog is written by typewriter. I store the
typewritten entries in a little album after I scan them.) My website, The Classic Typewriter Page, has been online
since 1995 and provides some introductory history and useful information.
Other bloggers, such as Robert Messenger (oztypewriter.blogspot.com), focus on historical research and have uncovered some fascinating facts. I remind
these authors and their readers that
blogs, too, can be printed for the beneit
of future generations.
Discussions on e-mail lists provide
great opportunities for conversation
with our fellow far-lung eccentrics, and
their searchable archives can suggest answers to many technical and historical
questions.
±
Although ETCetera will remain a paper publication, it does not have to be
exclusively so. As most readers probably
know, issues 1-49 were digitized several
years ago by editor Darryl Rehr and can
be downloaded free from our website
(http://site.xavier.edu/polt/typewriters/
etcindex.html).
I have decided to make issues 73-76
from 2006, my irst year as editor, available in PDF form at this time too. You
can ind them at the address above. I
hope they’ll serve as convenient sources
of enjoyment and knowledge for our
subscribers and for the world.
±
I’m glad that our subscribers have
stayed with us for a year that will see
ETCetera’s one hundredth issue. This
December, I’d like to publish some extraordinary and dazzling material, as
well as brief personal relections from as
many of you as possible. Start thinking
about what you might contribute! It can
be anything from the discovery of a oneof-a-kind machine to the reason why
you love your Underwood no. 5. Your
fellow collectors—and the collectors of
the year 2112—want to hear from you.

THE

by Bert Kerschbaumer

I

n the Blickensderfer typewriter
family, the Nocoblick occupies a
special position: although it is based
on a Blickensderfer no. 8, its essential functional addition, the note selection apparatus, is an independent
invention. I have been fascinated by
the Nocoblick since I got my irst
look at one in 1988, at an IFHB
meeting at the Deutsches Museum
in Munich.
The operation of the Nocoblick is
described well and thoroughly in all
editions of Ernst Martin’s Die Schreibmaschine.1 This article will consider
the modiications and further development of the machine with reference to
the three known specimens, advertisements, and articles in historic trade journals.
The Blickensderfer Noten- und Correspondenz Schreibmaschine, or typewriter for musical notation and correspondence—Nocoblick for short—was
one of the irst successful attempts to
market a practical music typewriter. By
1913, in the USA alone, 20 patents had
been assigned in the category “musicalnotation typewriter” (CCL/400/117), but
only a few managed to make it to the
stage of commercial sale. One of the better-known examples is an 1889 design
(US patent 331337) by Charles Spiro, inventor of the Columbia, Bar-Lock, and
Visigraph.2
The Nocoblick, a product of the
Groyen & Richtmann company of Cologne, which was the Blickensderfer
distributor for Germany, was irst mentioned in an advertising insert in the
Hamburg Schreibmaschinen-Zeitung of
1. Ernst Martin, Die Schreibmaschine und ihre
Entwicklungsgeschichte, 1st-8th eds. (St. Gallen
and Pappenheim, 1920-1950). For a description in English, see Richard Polt’s article at
http://site.xavier.edu/polt/typewriters/nocoblick.html
2. Robert Messenger provides a good overview of music typewriters on his blog: http://
oztypewriter.blogspot.com/2011/07/on-thisday-in-typewriter-history.html

derfer no. 8 (with a coupling axle
passing through the platen) which
has been built into the note selection
apparatus. In the years leading up to
1914 the Nocoblick was improved in
various ways, but the note selection
apparatus (which bears its own serial
number) was unchanged.
The main problem for a music
typewriter consists in the precise
vertical positioning of the musical
symbol that is to be printed. This positioning can be achieved through a
October 15, 1911, where it was ofered as
vertical rotation of the platen, in ma“our new, patented note and correspon- chines equipped with a platen. The three
dence typewriter” and ofered at a price patents submitted by Groyen & Richtof 525 marks. (For comparison, a Blick- mann between December 1910 and May
ensderfer no. 8 cost 260 marks.) But it 1912 (DE235808, DE239839, DE261511)
was not until October 1912 that the irst are all concerned with this problem of
thorough description was published platen positioning; the last patent reprein the same magazine. As an essential sents the later product fairly exactly. The
advantage of the machine, the article invention was also patented in France
mentions “the appearance of the notes, (FR425577), Great Britain (GB191103265),
which look engraved, and inally, the and the USA (US1002266, US1074858).
opportunity for those of lesser means On this illustration from the last patent,
to have their compositions printed and one can also clearly recognize the lever
distributed in very small editions.” Out- (19) that separates the note selection apside Germany, the French trade journal paratus from the typewriter.
Revue dactylographique published a thorough description in its May 1913 issue
under the title “Une machine à écrire la
musique”—but it does not mention the
name Nocoblick, referring only to the
“Dactyle” as the underlying machine. 4 In
the illustration, the cover (C) of the note
selection apparatus has been removed,
providing a view of the mechanism. By
moving the lever (M), the axle (D) turns,
and transfers the motion to the platen by
way of gear (E) and axle (A).5
The irst version of the Nocoblick
consists of a lightly modiied BlickensIn the 1934 edition of his book Die
. John Burghagen (ed.), Schreibmaschinen-Zei- Schreibmaschine, Ernst Martin mentions
tung Hamburg: älteste u. erste Fachzeitschr. für d. a Ludwig Maassen as the machine’s inges. Schreibmaschinenwesen u. moderne Bureau- ventor. But in the patents and trade jourEinrichtung (Hamburg), 15.1912, no. 172.
nals, this name never appears. The other
4. Albert Navarre (ed.), La Revue dactylo- editions of Martin’s book do not refer
graphique et mécanique (Paris), 7.1913, no. 74.
to a Ludwig Maassen either. However,
5. All illustrations are from the author’s col- it so happens that we will meet Ludwig
lection, and photographs were taken by the Maassen again later on.
author.
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The Nocoblick was sold by Groyen & Richtmann from
October 1911 until the outbreak of the First World War, and
exhibited in numerous expositions, such as Frankfurt in 1913
and Leipzig in 1914 (right). In contrast to the note selection apparatus, which remained unchanged over the years, the typewriter underwent a series of changes; most importantly, it was
mounted on a wooden table with pedals controlling the spacebar and shift. On the upper housing of the typewriter itself, attachments were added, such as a device for drawing staf lines
and a stamping apparatus for treble or bass clefs; these devices
had their own ink rollers or stamp pads. The line-drawing device consists of a cylinder with ive ridges that are inked by at
least one ink roller (in the photo of the device in place, one
roller has been removed so that you can see the actual inking
cylinder). The cylinder is pushed down to the paper and ixed
in place; then, when the carriage is moved to the left, the lines
are drawn. The stamping device used rubber stamps that were
Burghagen, Schreibmaschinen-Zeitung, 17.1914, no. 193
mounted on an interchangeable metal carrier.
The carrier could swivel toward the back of
the machine (in contrast, on the BlickensderRight: devices for drawing staf lines
fer no. 9, the similar ink roller arm swivels to
the side). The scale was also brought closer
Below right: line-drawing device
to the platen. A very decorative sheet music
in place at the printing point
holder rounded out the improvements, which
Below: stamping device
were introduced successively and can also be
determined from the price increases. (Prices
for other Blickensderfer typewriters remained
the same during this period.)
Experience with the irst version of the Nocoblick may have shown that the simultaneous operation of the note selection apparatus,
the shift, and the keyboard was a very complicated afair. It was a logical consequence to
mount the machine on a stand and operate the
shift and spacebar with pedals (the pedal that
operated the spacebar also blocked further
shifting, a function that was later assigned to
a further, fourth pedal). The left hand could
then be used to select the note values and no
longer had to move back to the keyboard. The
additions and attachments to the typewriter
itself, which was always a Blickensderfer no. 8,
are shown on this photo: line-drawing device
for drawing staves (L), repositioning of the
scale on the carriage (S), stamping device (ST),
and swiveling inking device (FR).
This perfected model was exhibited at the book and graphic exposition (BUGRA) in Leipzig, May to October 1914, and was even awarded a prize. The
World War, which began the next month, meant a sudden end to the marketing
of the Nocoblick. At the end of the war, there was a dire need for typewriters
in Germany, so it seems likely that stocks of the Nocoblick were sold without
the note selection apparatus. The end of the production of Blickensderfer typewheel machines in 1919 also marked the end of the Nocoblick.
In its “Catalogue of Blickensderfer
Typewheels,” Groyen & Richtmann
ofered two diferent typewheels with
musical symbols, no. 396 (1911) und no.
206 (1912); the latter made possible a
greater number of combination signs.
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A

B

C

From Groyen & Richtmann,
Advertising pamphlet for the Nocoblick
(Cologne, n.d.)

From Heinrich Wiesenthal (ed.), CentralBlatt der Schreibmaschinen- und Vervielfältigungs-Branche (Berlin), 3.1913, No.5

From Ernst Martin, Die Schreibmaschine
und ihre Entwicklungsgeschichte, vol. 2
(Pappenheim, 1923)
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tobacco shop in Düren. He arranged for
In order to advertise the possibilities
the “additions” to the machine as he was
of the Nocoblick, Groyen & Richtmann
losing his sight. Ernst Martin also writes
published sheet music for the waltz “On
in the 1934 edition of Die Schreibmaschine
the Beautiful Rhine,” typed in full on
that the inventor, Ludwig Maassen, had
the machine. The staves were drawn
gone blind. We can infer that the former
with the line drawing device, the clefs
owner of the machine now in Munich
with the stamping device. The text was
was the same Ludwig Maassen that Martyped by switching the typewheel.
tin names as the inventor of the machine.
Three Nocoblicks are known today
The short distance between Düren and
(see p. 6). The irst two machines have a
the company headquarters of Groyen
German keyboard (CHARIENSTU);
the machine from the former Onondaga nearly identical. The Munich machine
Historical Association collection has an has Braille dots on the note selection
American keyboard (DHIATENSOR) apparatus, a guiderail in the middle of
but its shift and backspace keys are the keyboard, and a clamp on the typemarked in German (right). The machine wheel that makes it easier to exchange
from the Technische Sammlungen Dres- it. These devices are also often found on
den largely corresponds to the original machines adapted to blind users, and in
model, but part of the typewheel cover fact, correspondence from 1930 between
was later removed.
the Deutsches Museum and the former
The machines from the author’s owner of the Nocoblick—a certain Ludcollection (formerly OHA) and the wig Maassen—reveals that Maassen was
Deutsches Museum in Munich6 are now completely blind, and that two years
earlier he had still been working as a mu6. My thanks go to Dr. Winfrid Glocker of
the Deutsches Museum, who made it pos- sic teacher. (The address book for the
sible for me to have access to the Nocoblick town of Düren in 1925 includes a Ludwig
and provided information about the muse- Maassen, music teacher.) According to
the stationery, in 1930 he was running a
um’s correspondence with Ludwig Maassen.
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& Richtmann in Cologne also supports
this hypothesis. Unfortunately, I was
not able to ind any further information about Ludwig Maassen’s work with
Groyen & Richtmann—but this is just a
preliminary investigation of the history
of the Nocoblick! ±

Technische Sammlungen Dresden

Deutsches Museum, Munich

Kerschbaumer collection

Serial number of
typewriter

Serial number of
musical notation
mechanism

Version

Year of manufacture of
the typewriter

Technische Sammlungen
Dresden, Germany

158589

72

A

1912

Deutsches Museum
Munich, Germany

158637

88

B

1912

Kerschbaumer collection,
Austria

161340

87

B

1912

Location
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Le Monde et la Science no. 45 must be one of the least-known sources for typewriter history, to judge from the fact that even the nearly omniscient Ernst Martin does not
include it in the bibliography of the 1949 edition of his Die Schreibmaschine und ihre Entwicklungsgeschichte. I thought, then, that our readers might enjoy a glimpse into its contents. —Ed.

Le Monde et la Science was a weekly newsprint publication, created by Librairie Folatre
of Paris, that gave readers the chance to build up
an encyclopedia of technology in installments.
Issue 4 (undated, but apparently mid-’30s) is
devoted to “Mécanographie.” 3 pages picture
a wide variety of writing and calculating machines of the day, and provide a little history.
These devices are the typewriter and “remains of a music typewriter” invented by CharlesAdolphe Guillemot (18-1898). The photos are reprinted from L’Illustration, Jan. 3, 19.
Martin includes these machines, but pictures the typewriter (1859) from a diferent angle.

This is the prototype of a syllabic typewriter
invented by Paul de Carsalade-du Pont. According to Martin, Carsalade had invented
four such devices by 191. Unsurprisingly, none
were successful. Martin does not provide any illustration.

“The typist with no hands: the American Hunthan
writes with his toes.” In fact, this is Carl Herrmann
Unthan (1848-199), a German violinist born with
no arms, who published an autobiography in 19,
Das Pediscript (a man with no hands can’t produce
a “manuscript”). Evidently the Oliver lent itself to
typing with one’s feet.

Here’s an illustration that
Martin could have learned
from. As our longtime
readers know, Martin
speculates that the Stallman typewriter may have
been an imitation of the
Mignon, but this theory
was disproved by the discovery of a photograph of
two Stallmans of diferent
sizes (ETCetera no. 6).
Le Monde et la Science
shows us the smaller Stallman, calling it a “simpliied
model of a typewheel machine.”

Assembly line in an unnamed French typewriter factory
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Show & Tell ..............................................................Paragon

Paragon, black Peerless, red Peerless
Photos courtesy of Auktion Team Breker

A

few years ago I had the chance to buy the Paragon at a Breker auction and then to complete it with a Peerless. I
also was quite lucky to see that the carriage of the Peerless its perfectly in the Paragon, which needed one. In fact,
except for cosmetic modiications, the two machines are nearly the same. The Paragon is not working, but it easily
could. My goal here is to give an initial idea of this unique machine.
The Peerless was produced by the Ithaca gun factory from 1895 to 1898. The Ithaca Gun Company was founded in
1880 by two investors, Dwight McIntyre and J. Van Natta, and two craftsmen, Leroy Smith and W. H. Baker. The Smith
Premier Company was established in 1886 by the Smith brothers in Lisle, New York. Both companies were initially gun
factories, but since parts of a typewriter were surprisingly similar to those of a shotgun, it was logical and easy to produce typewriters at the gun factory. The success of the Smith Premier was so big that in 1886 they stopped producing
arms; in contrast, the failure of the Peerless did not change the production of the Ithaca Gun Company (ten guns per
day). The company remained and is still a gun manufacturer; it quit Ithaca more than twenty years ago, and due to soil
and water contamination the factory was condemned in 2006. The youngest of the Smith brothers, Leroy, invented the
Peerless, which perhaps explains why the Peerless and Smith Premier are quite similar.
Production stopped after three years because Smith Premier iled a patent
infringement suit against the Ithaca factory; only around a dozen
machines are known. (For more details, see “Ephemera”
in ETCetera no. 84, December 2008.)
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I assume that the Paragon (which is marked
no. 2) was produced before the Peerless for a
few reasons; it seems that copying the Smith
Premier was a goal for the constructor, and
the Paragon, with its lateral ornamentation, is
really similar to the SP1. Compared with the
Paragon, there are a few technical improvements on the black Peerless: the possibility
of adjusting the anterior part of the carriage
with two little screws, and a better quality of
the key top. The curved front of the Paragon
typebasket is larger so it can accept the metallic nameplate, and the machine is also two
centimeters higher. The front ring of bolts
is exposed and nickel plated, as on the early
Peerless. The lateral decoration is not cast in
one piece with the machine, as on the Smith
Premier or Burns [see back page], but consists of
metallic pieces engraved and screwed onto the
frame. I think since Ithaca was a gun factory,
they asked the gun engraver to do this nice
job. For unknown reasons, the two keys next
to the space bar on the Paragon are black.
The most distinctive diferences between
an early Peerless and the Smith Premier are
the carriage, the escapemment, the linkage
between keys and typebars, and the number of
rows of the keyboard (8 on the Peerless, 7 on
the SP). It seems that in the red Peerless they
changed the carriage to use the same system
as the Smith Premier, so these machines are
perhaps the last before the lost lawsuit against
Smith Premier. On Smith Premier machines
the bell is in the front; it is in the back on the
Peerless and Paragon.
The evolution would then be the Paragon,
then the black Peerless, then the color Peerless.
The numbering of the machines does not
help: there is no number on the Paragon; tbe
serial numbers of the black Peerless I have
heard of are between 3000 and 4100 (25724042 according to Peter Weil), and the serial number of the one color Peerless (sold by
Breker) is 3078. Anyway, since the prototype
(Paragon) and the black Peerless share the
same carriage, it seems diicult to believe that
the color Peerless could come between them.
I don’t know whether other Paragons (or
advertisements) are known, and any information would be welcome (as would a spare
Smith Premier keytop!).
—Eric Meary, Paris
Thanks to Dennis Clark and Richard Polt.
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil . . . . . . . . . . . . Blicks Alive !
clude Blickensderfer typewriters in business or home settings.2
In the following, I will present the ten other known original
photographs in an attempt to more clearly understand Blicks
during their active life as writing machines.
George Blickensderfer and his company emphasized portability as much as typestyle interchangeability when advertising Blicks. This is illustrated by the form of the advertising-related photographs and texts in a 1913 article that suggests using
Blickensderfer typewriters close to nature to ind inspiration
for writing. 4 While the portability George saw as such an important feature of his product clearly was an actuality for some
purchasers whose written testimonials appear in many Blick
trade catalogs, only one surviving photograph found actually
illustrates portability. Made in 1918 in a studio setting, it may
not represent actual use by the subject of the image, a dapper
gentleman carrying an expensive case that may contain a Model 7 or 8.5 It is not clear whether the case and the machine it
may contain belong to the subject, because from the late 1890s

O

ne day, around 1900, an anonymous wealthy woman sat
for a photographic portrait in the luxuriously decorated
study of her San Francisco home.1 For typewriter collectors, a
central feature of the portrait is the recently minted Blickensderfer Model 7, located at the subject’s left, and its “scientiic”
DHIATENSOR keyboard. This photograph and its contents
raise important questions about where, how, and by whom
Blickensderfer typewriters actually were used. This and other
images are a form of ephemera that can uniquely provide some
answers to these questions, but, in the process, they raise many
others. These issues and our limited ability to address them
are due, in part, to the extreme rarity of photographs that in1. The portrait is a cabinet card made from a glass plate negative. Unless otherwise indicated, all photographs presented here are in the
author’s collection. This photograph was most likely made by one of
the founders of photography in California, Charles Beebe Turrill. He
was a member of the irm Turrill and Miller, San Francisco, the name
that appears on the card. Most of his work from the 1870s until the
1920s is curated at the Sullivan Library, Society of California Pioneers.
He became famous in California with the publication of California
Notes in 1876, a guide for tourists and for promotion of immigration to
the state. Some of his travels in the state were related to his employment by the Southern Paciic Railroad. Some of his best-known images include those showing the efects of the April, 1906 San Francisco
earthquake.
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2. I recognize that a business could be located either in a dedicated
building outside a home or inside a home. However, for purposes of
this discussion, I am primarily referring to a “business oice” as one
outside the home and to a “home” setting or use as one that may or
may not be dedicated to business.
3. I want to express my appreciation to Jos Legrand, Alan Seaver, and
Paul Robert for their suggestions, to Bert Kerschbaumer and Jack
Knarr for generously sharing their photographs, and to Cornelia Weil
for her editorial suggestions.
4. “Rana Gurump Says: Typewriters for Out of Doors as well as for
Oice,” The Guide to Nature, vol. 6, no. 4, pp. ii-xi. The contents of the
article are examined in an earlier “Ephemera” piece, “Outside Over
There,” ETCetera no. 92, December, 2010, pp. 10-13.
5. The carrying case is a model 10 and appears in a 1916 Blick trade catalog as a leather-covered large traveling case for $10.00 (about $197.00
in 2010 money).

through the time of this image, typewriters were often used in
studio images as props by photographers. Of course, this use
itself tells us something about the perceived positive image of
typewriters as contributors to the involvement of the photographic subject in the widely-believed concept of “progress.”
That said, studio photographs including Blicks have limited
value as indicators of their actual use as writing instruments
unless the images are accompanied by additional data. For this
reason, the remaining images taken in business and home settings may be more revealing as ephemera to inform us about
the questions raised earlier.

One question asks who used Blickensderfers, and a second
question asks in what spatial contexts they were used. Answers
are not always as clear as they may seem to be. In only one
image is it fairly unlikely that the person who is the subject
of the photograph was the user of the machine, a #5, that accompanies him.6 The writing on the back of this March 10,
1911 image notes that B. Gelfellan or Gilillan, the subject and
an employee of the De Laval Separator Co. from Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, was visiting the company “headquarters” when
the photograph was shot.7 Because he was a visitor, the typewriter and the roll-top desk almost surely were not his. Moreover, the setting in which the typewriter was used is clearly a
business oice. In the other business oice or home settings
images, mainly involving individuals right beside or behind a
Blickensderfer, it is reasonable to assume, without other data
than that in the image, that the subjects are users of the machines.
This is perhaps most clear in this example, a ca. 1900 photograph showing an “Aunt Rose Drawbaugh” typing on a Blick
#5.8 While the location is not deinitive, most of the evidence
from census and marriage records supports the conclusion that
the location is in Charles Town, West Virginia. Moreover, as
clear as the indicators are about the user of the Blick in this
image, the character of the setting is not. The image was probably taken in a home setting, as suggested by visual cues, such
as the room and the use of the textile behind the desk, rather
than any written data.
6. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
7. It is not clear which location of the headquarters is being referred
to. They may have been at a state level in Pierre, South Dakota, or the
national level in Poughkeepsie, NY.
8. Jack Knarr collection. Made from glass negative.

Other photographs including Blickensderfers often encompass such mixes of written information with visual data
that support reasonable (but not deinite) conclusions about
users and settings in which the machines were used. In each
example, the typewriter in the image is not being used by the
subject of the photograph, but the machine is in close proximity to the subject. Moreover, the settings of use vary in degree
of documentation outside the image itself. For example, in
this ca. 1899 image of a Blick #5 in the home oice of Charlie C. McConnell, minister of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in the northeast Texas town of Whitesboro, we have
a clear example of context.9 However, the subject is not using
the machine. While he probably wrote his sermons and correspondence on it himself, we have to treat that as a reasonable
probability but not a deinite fact.

9. In the position noted, the Reverend McConnell founded the Chautauqua Assembly of the area of northeast Texas. By 1905 he had left
Whitesboro, the location of this photograph documented in writing
on the back, to move to Ferris, Texas. At some later point, he returned
to the same position in Whitesboro, but according to a later photograph (ca. 1915), had replaced his Blick with an Oliver #5.
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Other comparable examples, beyond this Texas one and
the one in San Francisco discussed above, include this June,
1911 photo of another #5 in a medical oice in Spokane, Washington; another image of a #5 taken in about 1898 in a lumber
oice located in Oakland, Michigan; and one taken in about
1915 of a #7 with E.N. Gray, the subject, probably a clerk in
this Union Paciic Railroad shipping oice in northern California.

In two cases among these rare photographs, both the user
and the setting in which the Blickensderfer is used are deinite.
In one more, the user is deinite but the setting a bit less so.
One example of clarity is this 1897 image (below) of a #5 being
used as a “mill” in a Western Union oice inside the Chicago
and Rock Island Railroad terminal in Atlantic, Iowa.10
Similarly, this ca. 1900 photograph (next page) includes a
farmer using his Blick #7 on its baseboard on his lap in his
home oice. In both cases, the oice setting and the user are
deinite.
A somewhat less deinite case of clarity in the setting is
found in this ca. 1900 photograph (next page) in which an elaborately dressed young man in a robe or smoking jacket is using
a #7 Blick. The setting is very probably in a home. The furniture is as elaborate as the subject’s clothing, both indicating a relatively high income. The clothing alone appears to be
too elaborate and inappropriate for either a dedicated business
oice or other non-home setting, such as a school. Also, the

furniture is too expensive for use in a photographer’s studio
and, at this approximate date, unlikely to be found in a business oice. The small portrait cabinet card image may have
been cut out of a larger photograph. Given the probable position of the camera on the subject’s right (our left), this seems
even more likely. These perspectives and the wealthy-casual
character of the subject’s clothing are the basis for suggesting
that the image was taken as part of a group portrait, possibly a
family portrait, in a home.11
Excluding the studio photograph of the man and his Blickensderfer carrying case, the ten original photographs taken between 1897 and 1915 shown here present Blickensderfer writing
machines in varying situations and use with variable degrees
10. Blickensderfer advertised in telegraph company and worker-related
magazines and other media in the US and the UK, promoting the #5’s
advantages as a telegraph mill. To meet the needs of this market, the
company initially manufactured a special model, a #4, dedicated to
this purpose and, later, at least two specialized versions of the #5 model with diferent types of devices to lock out small letters. Moreover,
it also made a special, two-row typewheel that included only capitals
and igures. Because the details of specialization cannot be seen in the
photograph and far more #5 versions were sold (with and without the
special lockout technology), I have designated this one as a #5.
11. My thinking about this young man’s portrait was greatly assisted by
both Alan Seaver’s and Paul Robert’s comments and suggestions.
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of clarity. Moreover, their use for further answering questions
about Blickensderfers in their natural habitat must recognize
the likelihood of sampling error that could limit their utility.12
Given those limitations, what more can we learn from
these images about the character of Blickensderfers as they
were actually used? One way to better understand this is to
compare the 10 Blick photographs with those of Remingtons
(61 photographs) and Olivers (49 photographs) taken in nonstudio, non-advertising settings during the same time period,
1897-1915. This comparison inds extreme diferences in setting and gender of the user between the Blick images, on the
one hand, and my collection of original photographs of Remington and Oliver models, on the other. Using the 10 Blick
photographs, we ind a probable distribution of half the Blicks
being used in business settings and the other half in home settings. In contrast, of the 61 Remington photographs, only two
are in home settings, and of the 49 Olivers, only one was used

in a home setting. What might best explain these diferences
between Blickensderfer settings and those for more successful typewriters? One factor is the relatively lower price of new
Blickensderfers, making them more accessible to home users,
who also made lighter demands on their typewriters.13 Blickensderfers were between one-third and one-half the price of
Remington models and about half to three-quarters of the
prices of Olivers during the speciied two decades. In addition, the number of used typewriters was limited until close
to the end of this period, reducing the availability of used, less
expensive larger typewriters for home use.
As to likely users, if we combine both deinite and probable
12. The sources of this sampling error include the following. Most of
the two hundred thousand Blickensderfer typewriters never were photographed. Secondly, the sample is so small compared to the original
photographs that include models of such relatively more successful
manufacturers as Remington and Oliver. Thirdly, the survival of these
Blick photographs depends upon many unpredictable variables that
did not lead to the continued existence or availability of others. Lastly,
there is the randomness of their availability to me for examination.
13. This issue of light use involves other variables, but many argue that
the basic design of the Blickensderfer limited its speed relative to its
more successful competitors, and thus limited it to relatively low-demand use in home and business oices.

users in nine of the Blick photographs,14 only two (22%) are
women. If we look to the Remington photographs, twentyive (about 40%) are women, and in the Oliver photographs
only fourteen (about 29%) are women. In the photographs of
all three manufacturers, the users are predominantly men.
The most extreme diferences based on the photographs are
between the Blick and the Remington. It is possible that these
diferences involve still another sampling error and that the differences are not representative of the full range of users. This
would mean that women are underrepresented as users in the
photographs and that the men who had small oices in businesses or home settings in this time period were more likely to
have photographs taken of them with their typewriters. The
under-representation of women as typewriter users in the three
samples may be real. But I also suspect that the higher proportion of women as users of Remington and Olivers compared
to those who used the Blicks in the photographs represents a
real indication of diferences in the use of the three brands by
women. Women were far more likely in the time period to use
typewriters of any kind in business oice settings, and the very
large majority of women users in the Remington and Oliver
photographs are in business oice settings outside the home.
The great change for women to become the users and owners
of typewriters in their homes took place after 1920, when far
more women gained a high school education15 and far more
inexpensive used oice typewriters became available in much
larger numbers. Of the three brands, the only inexpensive new
machines before 1920 were those from Blickensderfer.
These eleven photographs including Blickensderfer products bring the writing machines alive, helping us to appreciate
them and the world in which they lived in ways only photographs can give us. With all their information and the sheer
fun of the portraits they contain, the photographs call on all of
us to become Blickheads. ±
14. One photograph, the one of the Laval subject, in which the machine and the oice are probably not his, is excluded in this comparison of deinite and probable users.
15. See “Ephemera: Outside Over There,” ETCetera no. 92, December,
2010, pp. 10-13.
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From Our Members

Jett Morton’s new Monarch no. 3 (#67364) has an unusual
feature: a decimal tabulator. “The tabulator has its own serial
number (#3), as stated on a plaque on the rear. I am looking for
more information on this tabulator (how many made, ads, etc.).”
Left: Peter Weil sends in this rare ad for the Gourland
(Typewriter Topics, January 19). “This is very
brittle and will only be saved for the future digitally,” he
writes. Not only digitally—we’ve just
put it on paper again! I like the idea
of a “baby grand” typewriter.

Thomas Kramer’s
charming Gnom
(Liliput)

Below, Bert Kerschbaumer’s Elliott-Fisher book typtewriter
on an original table. “I got the machine from the late Willi
Süss’s collection and Franz Pehmer restored it recently.”

Jos Legrand sends us this view of his three red Mignons, no two exactly the same.
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November-December 2011
• ALCMB meeting in Nancy; mtgs. in Germany & Switz.
• Wattens Typewriter Museum open house
• Adler 9 typewriter
• Günter Pschibl’s collection
January 2012
• Nov. 19, 2011 Breker auction
• 1948 article on possibility of a voice-recognition TW
• USB typewriter
February 2012
• eBay highlights incl. Leframa 2, Williams 2

February 2012
• Meetings in Easton, MD and Philadelphia
• Typewriter items you probably didn’t get for Christmas
• Early photo of collector Paul Lippman
• Andy Rooney on typewriters

No. 86, December 2011
• The Peter Mitterhofer Museum Receives the Dingwerth Archives, by Maria Mayr: Leonhard Dingwerth’s 5000+ item
library of typewriter literature, including books, brochures,
advertisements, and much more—the result of over 20 years’
collecting—has a new home at the Mitterhofer Typewriter
Museum in Partschins, South Tyrol, Italy.
• 40 Years of Italian Design Tradition and the Lexikon 8-83,
by Matthias Reinshagen: The Lexikon 82 (1972?) and 83 (1974)
use an interchangeable type element à la Selectric but a
moving carriage. These eye-catching, but heavy and loud
machines often need repair when found today.
• The Grundig Stenorette and the Typewriter—A Unique
Connection, by Jörg Thien: After Grundig bought a majority
share in Triumph/Adler in 1957, they introduced Triumph
and Adler electric typewriters that could connect by cable
to a Grundig Stenorette dictation machine. Special keys on
the typewriter next to the spacebar controlled the Stenorette during playback.
• Interview with Heidi and Marco Frei, by Lothar K. Friedrich: The Freis have built up a collection of about 400 typewriters in their Swiss home over 31 years. In this interview
they reminisce, among other things, about how the late
Willi Süss helped them restore a unique Stickney prototype.
Also in this issue:
• Classifying mechanical calculating machines
• Kienzle oice machines and computers
• IFHB board of directors’ views on the future of the organization
More information at ifhb.de

No. 37, November 2011
• Typewriter advertising ashtrays
• Instructions for the Bennett
• Typewriter postcards
• Stenography in 1932
• Japy typewriters in 1968
(Assoc. Lorraine des Collectioneurs Mach. de Bureau)
October 2011
• 1920 Stenographic Congress in Strasbourg
• Letters to Santa typed on old machines
December 2011
• General assembly in Nancy
• Breker auction results

December 2011
• Meeting in Tours
• New ilm “Populaire” features a 1958 typing contest
• Olivetti posters

Stickney (Frei collection)
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Letters
“Is it a ‘delete’ symbol as used
in proofreading?” (ETCetera
no. 96, p. 14.) No, it isn’t: it
is the German “d” that was
used as the sign for “Pfennige.” So it’s a
currency symbol, like ℳ for Mark, RM
for Reichsmark, $ for dollar.
Norbert Schwarz
Schnaittach, Germany

It could indeed be the deleatur sign
used in proofreading. However, it could
also be an abbreviation for “Pfennig.”
Both signs are identical and are derived
from the “d” letter in the old German
Kurrent handwriting style (“d” for Pfennig is based on the Latin denarius). Does
a delete sign or a Pfennig sign make more
sense on a typewriter? I would tend to
say the latter.
Georg Sommeregger
Basel
I think it’s the old currency sign for
“Pfennig,” used in the days before 1925.
I send a scan from an old schoolbook
(“Munich beer is sold at 40 Pfennig per
liter...”).
Martin Reese
Hamburg

Besides the very German idea of using beer as
an example in a schoolbook, I am interested
to see the use of à for “at a certain price per
unit”—in other words, à in German had the
same sense as @ in English. By the way, “d”
also refers to pence in the old British currency.
I love the McLoughlin story. There
is a signiicant group of McLoughlin toy
and game collectors, and I am as sure as I
can be that one or more of them already
has a McLoughlin Typewriter, perhaps a
version we know nothing about!
Could the two “Show and Tell” stories
be more fun? I don’t think so!
I had already seen a draft of the momentous Sholes & Glidden in Milwaukee
story and liked it, and the “Pilgrim in
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Santiago” story makes me want to get on
a plane right now for a great typewriter
drooling.
Peter Weil
Newark, Del.
Peter Weil’s factory production article
was another milestone! It was fascinating
to read and involved such a lot of diferent materials. It shows the whole breadth
of a production line. And the photos give
the article the inal glitter.
Bert Kerschbaumer
Garsten, Austria
It has been decided to hold an exhibition of a sizeable portion of my typewriter
collection at the Canberra Museum and
Gallery, in the city center of Australia’s
federal capital. This will be a professionally organized and curated event, with
an opening launch, brochures, extensive
publicity, etc., all paid for by the Museum
and Gallery (yippee!). The exhibition will
run from July 14 to September 16, 2012.
Robert Messenger
Canberra
I bought an immaculate Olympia SM
in a very civilized junk shop a few blocks
from the University of Seattle. The owner said he has sold about two hundred
typewriters in the past year.
I like fancy paint jobs on the portables—I have done it myself. But when
you refer [in the last “Editor’s Notes”]
to hot rod people loving their cars, what
they really love is their own creation—
the car is gone. They destroy the original
machine. All that is left is the exterior
sheet metal and part of the structure
which supports it.
Gary Roberts
Chester, S.C.

New on the Shelf
Lars Borrmann: Caligraph 3, Pittsburg 10
Gabe Burbano: Blick 9 aluminum, Hammond 2 Ideal remod., Hammond 2
straight remod., nickeled Oliver 5,
Remington 6 aluminum
Helmut Egarter: Remington Electric
Don Feldman: Densmore 1
Heidi and Marco Frei: Burns no. 1
serial no.  (photo below), Unda
Thomas Fürtig: Lafayette (Torpedo portable 14), Omega 1, Pettypet, Presto 2,
Sabb M28 red, Victor 1
Adam Golder: Groma Gromina
Thomas Kramer: Gnom (Liliput)
Flavio Mantelli: Fontana Baby, Macchina
Baby (larger, full-platen Simplex lookalike), Baby (Italian, like Index Visible)
Robert Messenger: Klein-Adler 2, Antares
Compact, Condor (Nippo), Everest K,
Std. Fldg./Corona /Piccola prototype,
Mercedes portable, Optima 2 portable
Jett Morton: Hammond 12 #78556, Monarch 3, Olympia SM7 DeLuxe
Dan Norton-Middaugh: Alpina #5844,
Groma Gromina #512676
John Payton: Simplex 1
Ettore Poccetti: Frister & Rossmann
Richard Polt: Osma #12517, Senta 4
#48051, Taylorix Contoix Junior
(Voss) #155876, Visigraph #13807
Herman Price: Gallia (Urania), green
Masspro, Regina 2, Remington 10
(Postal Telegraph), Remington 20,
Ludolf, Lutece (Olympia), Unda
Mark Taf: Munson 1
Peter Weil: Corona Special in “Channel
Blue” #3X 618093
Reinmar Wochinz: Adler 8, 9, 17, 19;
Bavaria, Culema, Excelsior 1, Franklin
9, Glashütte, Helma 3, Ideal Polyglott,
Liliput Duplex, Monoix, Nippon,
Radio, Tell, Vasanta, Williams 2

I truly enjoy the magazine; the high
quality glossy images are a treat. If you
can provide articles on people who regularly use their typewriters, rather than
just collect them, that would appeal to
me.
Vick Thomas
Monroe, La.
I’ve written a couple of “Typist’s Corner”
articles with technical tips—but we can also
include more personal stories about why and
how we typewrite. Send them in, readers!

For sale: Sholes Visible. Contact
Tony Casillo, typebar@aol.com.

This back issue of
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